inducement to adopt his trade. Only tlie fear of harsh repression'
which they were not in sufficient force to have met, could have
restrained their lusts. But in the very people who might have repressed
them, the populace which for days now had been in a state of msurg-
encc against the government, they discovered allies and supporters.
No sooner had the French broken their ranks and committed one or
two acts of violence than the famished rabble took the hint of how it
might help itself. At first it was only in quest of food that these ruffians
forced their way into the houses of wealthy merchants and the palaces
of nobles. But once committed to this violence they did not co^iine
it to the satisfaction of their hunger. After other forms of robbery
came the sheer lust of destruction ever latent in the ape-like minds of
those who know not how to build.
By the time the forces were landed from the galleys, Genoa was
delivered over to all the horrors of a sack, with the added infamy that
in this foulness some hundreds of her own children wrought side by
side with the rapacious foreign soldiery. .
In fury Prospero trust his way through a group of officers about
Doria on the mole. But his anger was silenced by the aspect of Doria's
countenance, grey and drawn with a horror no less than Prosperous own.
The Admiral divined his object from the wrath in his eyes. "No
words now, Prospero. No words. There is work to do. This foulness
must be stemmed." And then bis heavy glance alighted on another
who strove to approach him, a short, thick-set man in a back-and-
breast of black steel worn over a crimson doublet. Under his plumed
steel cap the face, black-bearded and bony and disfigured by a scar
that crossed his nose* was livid and his eyes were wild. It was Cesare
Fregoso,
Doria's glance hardened. He spoke in a growl. "What order do
you keep that such things can happen?"
That challenge went to swell the soldier's passion. "What order
do I keep ? Is the blame mine T
"Whose else?   Who else commands this French rabble?**
"Jesus God!  Can a single man contain three hundred?"
"Three thousand if he's fitted for command." Doria's sternness was
terrible in its calm.
Bubbles formed on Fregoso's writhing lips. In his anxiety to exon-
erate himself he was less than truthful "Set the blame where it
belongs: on that fool of a Doge, who out of servility to the Emperor,
caring nothing for his country's good, drove the people mad with
hunger."
And suddenly he found support from Filippino, who stood
scowling at his uncle's side. "Faith, Ser Cesare sets his finger on the
wound. The blame is Antoniotto Adorno's."
- "As God's my life, it is," Fregoso raged. "These wretched starve-
lings were not to be restrained once the Spaniards were out of the place.
Adorno's futile resistance had made them desperate. And so they go
about helping themselves instead of helping Genoa to protect her
property, as they would have done if	n
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